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I.

INTRODUCTION

A topological ordered spaces [17] is a triple (X,,), where  is a topology on X And  is a partial order on X. let (X,)
be a topological space and A be a subset of X. the interior of A (denoted by int (A)) is the union of all open Subsets of A
and closure of A (denoted by cl (A)) is the intersection of all Closed super sets of A. C(A) denotes the complement of A.
Let ((X,,) be Topological ordered space .for any xX, [x,] ={yX/xy} and [, x] = {yx/yx} [13]. A subset A of a
topological ordered space (X,,) is said to be increasing [13] if A =i(A) and decreasing[18] if A=d(A), where
i(A)=aA[a,] and d(A)= aA[,a]. A subset of a topological ordered space (X,,) is said to be balanced [13] if it is
both increasing and decreasing.

II.

PRELIMINARIES

DEFINITION 2.1: A subset A of a Topological space (x,) is called a
1. Weakly - Co [10] if xX ker(X) =, Where ker(X) = {G/xG}.
2. g*-closed set [16] if cl (A) U when AU and U is g-open [12] in (x,).
DEFINITION 2.2: Let A be a subset of a topological space (x,) is called
1. Generalized closed set (g-closed) [12] if cl (A) U whenever AU and U is open in (X,).
2. A generalized semi-closed set (gs-closed) [4] if scl (A) U whenever AU and U is open in (X,).
3. A regular generalized closed set (rg-closed) [15] if cl (A) U whenever AU and U is regular
open in (X,).
4. A generalized pre regular closed set (gpr-closed) [11] if pcl (A) U whenever AU and U is regular open in (X,).
5. An -generalized closed set (g-closed) [6] if cl (A) U whenever AU and U is open in (X,).
6. A generalized semi-pre closed set (gsp-closed) [9] if spcl (A) U whenever AU and U is open in (X,).
7. An **-generalized closed set (**g-closed) [19] if cl (A) int (cl (U)) whenever AU and U is open in (X,).
8. -open set [14] if A int (cl (int (A)), -closed set if cl (int (cl (A))) A.
DEFINITION 2.3: A subset A of a Topological ordered space (x,, ≤) is called a
1. g*i (resp. g*d, g*b)-closed set [16] if it is both g*-closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced) Closed sets.
2. gi (resp. gd, gb)-closed set [16] if it is both g-closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced)-closed sets.
3. gsi (resp. gsd, gsb)-closed set [10] if it is both gs-closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced)-closed sets.
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rgi (resp. rgd, rgb)-closed set [1] if it is both rg-closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced)-closed sets.
gpri (resp. gprd, gprb) -closed set [2] if it is both gpr-closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced) - closed sets.
gi (resp. gd, gb)-closed set [8] if it is both g - closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced) -closed sets.
gspi (resp. gspd, gspb)-closed set [3] if it is both gsp - closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced) -closed sets.
**gi (resp. **gd,**gb)-closed set [19] if it is both **g - closed and i (resp. decreasing, balanced)-closed sets.
Weakly i-Co (resp. d – Co , b – Co ) [18] if xXi Ker{x} =, (resp. xX dKer{x} =, xX bKer{x} =) where i
Ker(x) = G/xGI (O(x)) (resp; dKer(x) = G/xGD (O(x)),
bKer(x) = G/xGB (O(x))).
WEAKLY g*-i-Co SPACES

Definition 3.1: A Topological space (X,) is called a
1. Weakly g*-i-Co space (resp. g*-d-Co, g*-b-Co ) if xX g*i Ker{x}=,(resp. xX g*dKer{x}=,xX
g*bKer{x}=) where g*iKer(x)={G/xGg*I(O(x))}(resp. g*dKer(x) = {G/xGg*D(O(x)),
g*bKer(x) = {G/xGg*B(O(x))}.
2. Weakly g-i-Co space (resp. g-d-Co, g-b-Co ) if xX gi Ker{x}=,(resp.xX gdKer{x}=, xX gbKer{x}=)
where gi Ker(x)={G/xGgI(O(x))}(resp. gdKer(x) = {G/xGgD(O(x)), gbKer(x) ={G/xGgB(O(x))}.
3. Weakly gs-i-Co space (resp. gs-d-Co, gs-b-Co ) if xX gsi Ker{x}=,(resp.xX gsdKer{x}=,
xX gsbKer{x}=) where gsi Ker(x)={G/xGgsI(O(x))}(resp. gsdKer(x) = {G/xGgsD(O(x)),
gsbKer(x) = {G/xGgsB(O(x))}.
4. Weakly rg-i-Co space (resp. rg-d-Co, rg-b-Co ) if xX rgi Ker{x}=,(resp.xX rgdKer{x}=,
xX rgbKer{x}=) where rgi Ker(x)={G/xGrgI(O(x))} (resp. rgdKer(x) = {G/xGrgD(O(x)),
rgbKer(x) = {G/xGrgB(O(x))}.
5. Weakly gpr-i-Co space (resp. gpr-d-Co, gpr-b-Co) if xX gpri Ker{x} =,
(resp. xX gprdKer{x}=,xX gprbKer{x}=) where gpri Ker(x)={G/xGgprI(O(x))}
(resp. gprdKer(x) = {G/xGgprD(O(x)), gprbKer(x) = {G/xGgprB(O(x))}.
6. Weakly g-i-Co space (resp. g-d-Co, g-b-Co) if xX gi Ker{x} =,
(resp. xX gdKer{x}=,xX gbKer{x}=) where gi Ker(x)={G/xGgI(O(x))}
(resp. gdKer(x) = {G/xGgD(O(x)), gbKer(x) = {G/xGgB(O(x))}.
7. Weakly gsp-i-Co space (resp. gsp-d-Co, gsp-b-Co) if xX gspi Ker{x} =,
(resp. xX gspdKer{x}=,xX gspbKer{x}=) where gspi Ker(x)={G/xGgspI(O(x))}
(resp. gspdKer(x) = {G/xGgspD(O(x)), gspbKer(x) = {G/xGgspB(O(x))}.
8. Weakly **g-i-Co space (resp. **g-d-Co, **g-b-Co) if xX **gi Ker{x} =,
(resp. xX **gdKer{x}=,xX **gbKer{x}=) where **gi Ker(x)={G/xG**gI(O(x))}
(resp. **gdKer(x) = {G/xG**gD(O(x)),**gbKer(x) = {G/xG**gB(O(x))}.
Theorem 3.2: Every weakly g*-i- Co space is a weakly g-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is gi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  gi Ker{x}; xX.
xX gi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX gi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly g-i – Co space.
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Hence every weakly g*-i – Co space is weakly g-i-Co Space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.3: Let X = {a, b, c} = {,X,{a},{b, c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(c,b)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gi- open sets are - , X, {a, c}, {c}, {a}.
g*i -open sets are - , X, {a}.
gi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
gi ker {b} =X
g*i ker {b} =X
gi ker {c} ={c}
g*i ker {c} =X
xX gi ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly g-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.4: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly gs-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is gsi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  gsi Ker{x}; xX.
xX gsi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX gsi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly gs-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i – Co space is weakly gs-i -Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.5: Let X= {a, b, c} = {, X,{a},{b, c}} ≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, b)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gsi - open sets are - , X, {a, c}, {c}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - , X, {a}.
gsi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
gsi ker {b} = X
g*i ker {b} = X
gsi ker {c} = {c}
g*i ker {c} = X
xX gsi ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly gs-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.6: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly rg-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is rgi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  rgi Ker{x}; xX.
xX rgi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX rgi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly rg-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i – Co space is weakly rg-i- Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
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Example 3.7: Let X= {a, b, c} = {, X,{a},{b},{a,b}} ≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, b)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now rgi - open sets are - , X, {c}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - ,X,{a}.
rgi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
rgi ker {b} = X
g*i ker {b} = X
rgi ker {c} = {c}
g*i ker {c} = X
xX rgi ker {X} = 
xX g*i ker {X}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly rg-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.8: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly gpr- i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is gpri – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  gpri Ker{x}; xX.
xX gpri Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX gpri Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gpr-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i – Co space is a weakly gpr-i- Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.9: Let X ={ a, b,c } ={ ,X {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(c,b)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gpri- open sets are - , X, {c}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - , X, {a}.
gpri ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
gpri ker {b} =X
g*i ker {b} =X
gpri ker {c} ={c}
g*i ker {c} =X
xX gpri ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly gpr-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.10: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly g-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is gi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  gi Ker{x}; xX.
xX gi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX gi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly g-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly g-i- Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.11: Let X ={a, b, c} ={, X, {a},{b, c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(c,b)}
Then (X,,≤) is a Topological ordered space.
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Now gi- open sets are - , X, {a, c}, {c}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - ,X,{a }
gi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
gi ker {b} = X
g*i ker {b} =X
gi ker {c} ={c}
g*i ker {c} =X
xX gi ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly g-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.12: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly gsp-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is gspi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  gspi Ker{x}; xX.
xX gspi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} = , we have xX gspi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gsp-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i -Co space is a weakly gsp-i- Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.13: Let X ={a, b, c} ={, X, {a},{b, c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,c),(b,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gspi- open sets are - , X, {a, b}, {b}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - , X, {a}.
gspi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
gspi ker {b} = {b}
g*i ker {b} =X
gspi ker {c} = X
g*i ker {c} =X
xX gspi ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly gsp-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.14: Every weakly g*-i - Co space is a weakly **g-i - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-i - Co space.
xX g*i Ker{x} =.
Every g*i – open set is **gi – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*i Ker{x}  **gi Ker{x}; xX.
xX **gi Ker{x}  xX g*i Ker{x}
Since xX g*i Ker{x} =, we have xX **gi Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly **g-i – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-i – Co space is a weakly **g-i – Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.15: Let X ={ a, b,c }
={ ,X,{a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(c,b)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now **gi- open sets are - , X, {c}, {a}.
g*i - open sets are - , X, {a}.
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**gi ker {a} = {a}
g*i ker {a} = {a}
**gi ker {b} =X
g*i ker {b} =X
**gi ker {c} ={c}
g*i ker {c} =X
xX **gi ker {x} = 
xX g*i ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly **g-i-Co space but not weakly g*-i-Co space.
Theorem 3.16: Every weakly g*-d- Co space is a weakly g-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d – open set is gd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  gd Ker{x}; xX.
xX gd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX gd Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly g-d -Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly g-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.17: Let X ={a, b, c} ={, X,{a},{b, c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now gd- open sets are - , X, {b, c}, {c}, {b}.
g*d - open sets are - , X, {b, c}.
gd ker {a} = X
g*d ker {a} =X
gd ker {b} = {b}
g*d ker {b} = {b, c}
gd ker {c} = {c}
g*d ker {c} = {b,c}
xX gd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly g-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space.
Theorem 3.18: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly gs-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d – open set is gsd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  gsd Ker{x}; xX.
xX gsd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX gsd Ker{x} =
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly gs-d -Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly gs-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.19: Let X= {a, b, c} = {, X, {a}, {b,c}} ≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (a, c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gsd - open sets are - , X, {b, c}, {c}, {b}
g*d - open sets are - , X, {b, c}.
gsd ker {a} = X
g*d ker {a} =X
gsd ker {b} = {b}
g*d ker {b} = {b,c}
gsd ker {c} = {c}
g*d ker {c} = {b,c}
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xX gsd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly gs-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space.
Theorem 3.20: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly rg-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d – open set is rgd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  rgd Ker{x}; xX.
xX rgd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX rgd Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly rg-d – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly rg-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.21: Let X= {a, b,c} ={,X,{a},{b},{a,b}} ≤ = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now rgd - open sets are - ,X,{c},{b}.
g*d - open sets are - ,X,{b}
rgd ker {a} = X
g*d ker {a} = X
rgd ker {b} ={b}
g*d ker {b} = {b}
rgd ker {c} = {c}
g*d ker {c} = X
xX rgd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly rg-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space.
Theorem 3.22: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly gpr-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d– open set is gprd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  gprd Ker{x}; xX.
xX gprdKer{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*dKer{x} =, we have xX gprd Ker{x} =
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gpr-d – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly gpr-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.23: Let X ={ a, b,c } , = { ,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(b,a)} .
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gprd- open sets are - ,X,{a,b},{c},{a}.
g*d - open sets are - ,X,{a,b},{a}.
gprd ker {a}={a}
g*d ker {a}={a}
gprd ker {b}={a,b}
g*d ker {b}={a,b}
gprd ker {c}={c}
g*d ker {c}=X
xX gprd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly gpr-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space .
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Theorem 3.24: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly g-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d -open set is gd -open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  gd Ker{x}; xX.
xX gd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX gd Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly g-d – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly g-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.25: Let X ={ a, b,c }  ={ ,X,{a},{b,c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gd- open sets are - ,X,{b,c},{c},{b}.
g*d - open sets are - ,X,{b,c}.
gd ker {a}=X
g*d ker {a}=X
gd ker {b}={b}
g*d ker {b}={b,c}
gd ker {c}= {c}
g*d ker {c}={b,c}
xX gd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly g-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space .
Theorem 3.26: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly gsp-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d – open set is gspd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  gspd Ker{x}; xX.
xX gspd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX gspd Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gsp-d – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d-Co space is weakly gsp-d-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.27: Let X ={ a, b,c } = {,X, {a},{b,c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now gspd- open sets are - ,X,{b,c},{c},{b}.
g*d - open sets are - ,X,{b,c}.
gspd ker {a}=X
g*d ker {a}=X
gspd ker {b}={b}
g*d ker {b}={b,c}
gspd ker {c}= {c}
g*d ker {c}={b,c}
xX gspd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}=
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly gsp-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space .
Theorem 3.28: Every weakly g*-d - Co space is a weakly **g-d - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-d - Co space.
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xX g*d Ker{x} =.
Every g*d – open set is **gd – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*d Ker{x}  **gd Ker{x}; xX.
xX **gd Ker{x}  xX g*d Ker{x}
Since xX g*d Ker{x} =, we have xX **gd Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly **g-d – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-d – Co space is a weakly **g-d – Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.29: Let X = { a, b,c } = { ,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,b),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered space.
Now **gd- open sets are - ,X,{c},{b}.
g*d - open sets are - ,X,{b}.
**gd ker {a}=X
g*d ker {a}=X
**gd ker {b}={b}
g*d ker {b}={b}
**gd ker {c}={c}
g*d ker {c}=X
xX **gd ker {x} = 
xX g*d ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly **g-d-Co space but not weakly g*-d-Co space .
Theorem 3.30: Every weakly g*-b- Co space is a weakly g-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is gb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x}  gb Ker{x}; xX.
xX gb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX gb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly g-b – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is weakly g-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.31: Let X ={ a, b,c} ={ ,X,{a},{a,b},{a,c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now gb- open sets are - ,X,{a,c},{a},{b}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{a,c},{a,b},{a}.
gb ker {a}= {a}
g*b ker {a}={a}
gb ker {b}={b}
g*b ker {b}={a,b}
gb ker {c}= {a,c}
g*b ker {c}={a,c}
xX gb ker {x} = 
xX g*b ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly g-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space .
Theorem 3.32: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly gs-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is gsb – open set in X,, ≤.
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Then g*b Ker{x}  gsb Ker{x}; xX.
xX gsb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX gsb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly gs-b – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is weakly gs-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.33: Let X= {a, b,c} ={,X,{a},{b},{a,b}} ≤ = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological Space.
Now gsb - open sets are - ,X,{a,c},{b}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{b}.
gsb ker {a} = {a,c}
g*b ker {a} =X
gsb ker {b} = {b}
g*b ker {b} = {b}
gsb ker {c} = {a,c}
g*b ker {c} = X
xX gsb ker {X} = 
xX g*b ker {X}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly gs-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space.
Theorem 3.34: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly rg-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is rgb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x} rgb Ker{x}; xX.
xX rgb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX rgb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly rg-b – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is weakly rg-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.35: Let X= {a,b,c} ={,X,{a},{b},{a,b}} ≤ = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(b,a)}
Then (X,,≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now rgb - open sets are - ,X,{a,b},{c}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{a,b}.
rgb ker {a} = {a,b}
g*b ker {a} ={a,b}
rgb ker {b} ={a,b}
g*b ker {b} ={a,b}
rgb ker {c} = {c}
g*b ker {c} = X
xX rgb ker{x} = 
xX g*b ker{x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly rg-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space.
Theorem 3.36: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly gpr-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weekly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is gprb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x}  gprb Ker{x}; xX.
xX gprbKer{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX gprb Ker{x} = 
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Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gpr-b – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is a weakly gpr-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.37: Let X = { a, b,c } = { ,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(b,a)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now gprb- open sets are - ,X,{a,b},{c}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{a,b}.
gprb ker {a}={a,b}
g*b ker {a}={a,b}
gprb ker {b}={a,b}
g*b ker {b}={a,b}
gprb ker {c}={c}
g*b ker {c}=X
xX gprb ker {x} = 
xX g*b ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly gpr-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space .
Theorem 3.38: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly g-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is gb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x}  gb Ker{x}; xX.
xX gb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX gb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is a weakly g-b – Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is weakly g-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.39: Let X ={ a, b,c } ={ ,X, {a},{b,c}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(b,a)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now gb- open sets are - ,X,{a,b},{c}.
g*b - open sets are - , X.
gb ker {a}={a,b}
g*b ker {a}=X
gb ker {b}={a,b}
g*b ker {b}=X
gb ker {c}= {c}
g*b ker {c}= X
xX gb ker {x} = 
xX g*b ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly g-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space .
Theorem 3.40: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly gsp-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is gspb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x}  gspb Ker{x}; xX.
xX gspb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} =, we have xX gspb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly gsp-b – Co space.
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Hence every weakly g*-b-Co space is weakly gsp-b-Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.41: Let X = { a, b,c } = { ,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(a,c)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now gspb- open sets are - ,X,{a,c},{b}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{b}.
gspb ker {a}={a,c}
g*b ker {a}=X
gspb ker {b}={b}
g*b ker {b}={b}
gspb ker {c}= {a,c}
g*b ker {c}=X
xX gspb ker {x} = 
xX g*b ker {x}  
Thus (X,,≤) is a weakly gsp-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space .
Theorem 3.42: Every weakly g*-b - Co space is a weakly **g-b - Co space.
Proof: Let X,, ≤ is a weakly g*-b - Co space.
xX g*b Ker{x} =.
Every g*b – open set is **gb – open set in X,, ≤.
Then g*b Ker{x}  **gb Ker{x}; xX.
xX **gb Ker{x}  xX g*b Ker{x}
Since xX g*b Ker{x} = , we have xX **gb Ker{x} = 
Therefore, X,, ≤ is weakly **g-b -Co space.
Hence every weakly g*-b – Co space is a weakly **g-b – Co space.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as it can be seen by the following example.
Example 3.43: Let X ={ a, b,c } ={ ,X, {a},{b},{a,b}}  = {(a,a),(b,b),(c,c),(b,a)}.
Then (X,, ≤) is a Topological ordered Space.
Now **gb- open sets are - , X,{a, b},{c}.
g*b - open sets are - ,X,{a,b}.
**gb ker {a}={a,b}
g*b ker {a}={a,b}
**gb ker {b}={a,b}
g*b ker {b}={a,b}
**gb ker {c}={c}
g*b ker {c}=X
xX **gb ker {x} = 
xX g*b ker {x}  
Thus (X,, ≤) is a weakly **g-b-Co space but not weakly g*-b-Co space .
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